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Serving The Automotive Reconditioning Professional
Since 1984
MISSION STATEMENT
Manufacture the best possible product:
Sell it at a fair profit to our cost conscious customer:
And make service a fundamental part of doing business

Notes on safety information:

Please adhere to all safety and warning labels when using our products.

Federal and local regulation marks certain products hazardous to the environment and human health. NOTE TO RESIDENTS OF CA, CT, DE, DC, IL, MD, ME,
MI, NJ, NH, NY, OH, PA, RI, UT, VT, IN, WI, MA, NY and Northern VA: These
products do not meet CARB/OTC standards. Such products will be labeled with a
RED RECTANGLE------------------>

Products listed as ‘VOC Compliant’ will be marked with an ORANGE HEXAGON
For more information regarding our product safety and SDS, please refer to our
website, www.goswac.com or call us toll free at 1-888-846-2442.

Contact Us:
17054 South 54th Street
Chandler, Arizona 85226
Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM
480-705-0273 - Toll free: 1-888-846-2442
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Cleaners
109

RTU Glass Cleaner

247

RTU Glass Cleaner is an ammonia
free product formulated to clean
glass and mirrors without leaving
streaks or film. Will not harm
rubber moldings, trim or finishes.
Leaves chrome, stainless steel,
tile and porcelain bright and
shiny. VOC Compliant

PINK GLASS CLEANER CONCENTRATE is an economical glass
cleaner concentrate, when diluted 12 parts water to 1 part glass
cleaner. VOC COMPLIANT

Part Number Size
109
1 Gallon

220

Part Number Size

1095

5 Gallon

10955

55 Gallon

Pink APC Cleaner

300

PINK APC CLEANER is a concentrated, low foaming, heavy duty
interior cleaner for use in hot or
cold water extraction machines.
This product has a pleasant Lemon
Lime fragrance. VOC COMPLIANT.

247

1 Gallon

2475

5 Gallon

Red Lightning
Our most popular degreaser, RED
LIGHTNING is a heavy duty, all purpose cleaner for interior and exterior
surfaces. Water based detergents and
solvents effectively loosen dirt and
grease from engines, wheels, tires,
vinyl, carpets, and upholstery. Can
be diluted with up to 30 parts water.
VOC compliant.

Part Number Size
220
1 Gallon

236

Pink Glass Cleaner Concentrate

Part Number Size

2205

5 Gallon

22055

55 Gallon

Glass Sheen Concentrate

305

GLASS SHEEN CONCENTRATE is an
economical glass cleaner concentrate, when diluted 40 parts water
to 1 part glass cleaner. Available in
Gallon. VOC COMPLIANT

3005

5 Gallon

30055

55 Gallon

Citrus Prep
Citrus Prep is a tunnel car wash
prep concentrate to help remove
road dirt in the tunnel process.
One drum makes 10 drums of
ready to use product.

Part Number Size

4

236

1 Gallon

Part Number Size

2365

5 Gallon

30555

55 Gallon

= VOC Compliant
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Cleaners
317

Purple Thunder

324

PURPLE THUNDER is a heavy duty,
all-purpose cleaner for interior and
exterior surfaces. Makes carpets,
vinyl, fabric upholstery, engines
and tires look like new. Very economical and can be diluted with up
to 30 parts water.

Bug Wash
BUG WASH is a concentrated
bug residue remover. Designed
to safely remove even the most
stubborn bugs from paint, glass,
and moldings. Dilutes half and half
with water.

Part Number Size
324
1 Gallon

319

Part Number Size

3245

5 Gallon

31755

32455

55 Gallon

55 Gallon

E-Z Yellow

327

E-Z YELLOW is a double strength
concentrate for whitewall tires.
Strong! Concentrated! Versatile!
Provides a degreaser and heavy
duty cleaner all in one. Dilutable
with equal parts of water.

Citrus APC is a great all
purpose cleaner, easy to use and
has a pleasant orange fragrance.
Dilutable to 30 parts water.

Part Number Size
327
1 Gallon

Part Number Size

320

3195

5 Gallon

31955

55 Gallon

Green Thunder

Orange Citrus

340

GREEN Thunder is a concentrated
heavy duty degreaser designed to
remove grease and oil from surfaces that are sensitive to caustic
(high pH) cleaners.

3275

5 Gallon

32755

55 Gallon

Hot Shot
HOT SHOT is a concentrated,
heavy duty, all purpose cleaner
for interior and exterior surfaces.
Makes carpets, vinyl, fabric upholstery, engines and tires look like
new. Can be diluted with up to 30
parts of water; or used full strength
on stubborn application.

Part Number Size
320
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
340
1 Gallon

3205

5 Gallon

3405

5 Gallon

32055

55 Gallon

34055

55 Gallon
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Cleaners
345

E-Z Bug Blaster

374

E-Z BUG BLASTER is a double
concentrate bug residue remover.
Safely removes bug residue from
paint, chrome and plastic. Available
in 5 gallon and 55 gallons. VOC
Compliant

348

MAG & ALUMINUM WHEEL
CLEANER is a high foaming,
non-acid wheel cleaner for use on
coated, chrome, painted and wire
wheels. Excellent for cleaning white
wall tires. Do not apply to POLISHED magnesium or POLISHED
aluminum wheels. VOC Compliant

Part Number Size
345
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
374
1 Gallon

3455

5 Gallon

3745

5 Gallon

34555

55 Gallon

37455

55 Gallon

Yellow Thunder

377

YELLOW THUNDER is a concentrated heavy duty degreaser formulated to remove oil and grease. Use
this product when the surface is
resistant to high PH degreasers.
VOC Compliant

360

Super Cleaner APC
SUPER CLEANER A.P.C. is a superior all-purpose cleaner/ degreaser
that cuts through grease, oil, road
film, Hawaiian red clay and diesel
soot. Can be used to clean crayon
marks and black streaks on RV’s.
Dilutable to 30 parts water.

Part Number Size
348
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
377
1 Gallon

3485

5 Gallon

3775

5 Gallon

34855

55 Gallon

37755

55 Gallon

Enzyme Plus

397

ENZYME PLUS is a low foaming,
heavy-duty pre spot cleaner fortified with active enzymes. These
enzymes attack protein base stains
including food, grass and blood.
Works in minutes. BODY SHOP
SAFE. VOC Compliant.

6

Coated Wheel Cleaner

E-Z Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
E-Z CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANER is a concentrated, low
foaming, heavy duty interior
cleaner for use in hot or cold water
extraction machines.

Part Number Size

Part Number Size
397
1 Gallon

360

1 Gallon

3975

5 Gallon

3605

5 Gallon

39755

55 Gallon

= VOC Compliant
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Cleaners
492

Fiberglass Cleaner

165

Aluminator Wheel Acid

FIBERGLASS CLEANER is great to
clean fiberglass boats and RVs.
Can be used to clean grout on tile
floors. Make grout look like new
again.

A concentrated acid that cleans
and brightens aluminum. For use
on trailers, tank trucks, air conditioning fins and other aluminum
surfaves. Removes scum, dirt, scale
and diesel exhaust stains.

Part Number Size
492
1 Gallon

521

4925

5 Gallon

Part Number Size

49255

55 Gallon

165

Leather Plastic Cleaner

SS400XX

Leather & plastic Cleaner is a very
user-friendly cleaner designed for
the specific needs of leather and
vinyl. A special penetrating formula
cleans all the way down to the pores
and leaves the surface clean, nonsticky and shiny. Dirt, oil and greasy
stains don’t stand a chance against
this superior product.

801

Gallon

Cleaners
WHEEL ACID is great for removing brake dust, rust, and dirt from
crome and aluminum wheels.

Part Number Size
521
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
SS400XX
1 Gallon

5215

5 Gallon

SS400XX5

5 Gallon

52155

55 Gallon

SS40055

55 Gallon

Orange Plus

143

ORANGE PLUS is a D-Limonene
based cleaner great for pre-spotting, gum removal, tar removal
or all purpose cleaner. Great for
removing ink.

Uniscrub
UNISCRUB is a crèamy gel abrasive
cleaner that whisks away soil and
bug residue without harsh scratching. Perfect for chrome, stainless
steel, counters, stove tops, bathroom fixtures, and tile. Great for
diesel engine exhaust stacks. VOC
Compliant

Part Number Size

Part Number Size

801

143

Gallon

Gallon

7
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Cleaners
643

Concrete Cleaner

642

This CONCRETE CLEANER orange
turns green great for cleaning raw
or painted floors or driveways.

Part Number Size
643

9

5 Gallon/50lb

Water Spot Remover
Water spot Remover quickly
removes hard water spots and
mineral deposits from glass. VOC
Compliant

Part Number Size
642
20 OZ

= VOC Compliant
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Specialty
168

Unilume VOC Compliant

199

UNILUME ALUMINUM POLISH is a liquid thin, fast drying,
ammonia-free polish that shines
all types of metal with little
effort. Leaves a brilliant shine on
aluminum, brass, chrome and
stainless steel.

VOC UNILUME ALUMINUM
POLISH is a liquid thin, fast
drying, ammonia-free polish that
shines all types of metal with little
effort. Leaves a brilliant shine on
aluminum, brass, chrome and
stainless steel. VOC Compliant

391

Part Number Size

Part Number Size

16832

32 OZ

19932

32 OZ

168

Gallon

199

Gallon

462

Body Gloss

Sho Shine
SHO SHINE is a quick easy formula
for maintaining the perfect finish on
showroom and final delivery vehicles. Great for use between waxing
to clean and add gloss when needed. Removes smudges, fingerprints
and buffing residue. Safe on all paint
finishes and chrome. Fortified with
carnauba wax. VOC compliant

BODY GLOSS is a quick, easy
formula designed for maintaining the
perfect finish on showroom or final
delivery vehicles. Removes finger
prints, smudges, and buffing residue.
Safe on all paint finishes, chrome,
and glass. The only product to use as
a clay lubricant. VOC compliant.

467

Unilume

Part Number Size

Part Number Size

391

Gallon

462

Gallon

3915

5 Gallon

4625

5 Gallon

39155

55 Gallon

46255

55 Gallon

416

Vegas Shine
VEGAS SHINE is a quick easy formula for maintaining the perfect finish
on showroom and final delivery vehicles. Great for use between waxing
to clean and add gloss when needed.
Removes smudges, fingerprints and
buffing residue. Safe on all paint
finishes and chrome. Fortified with
carnauba wax. VOC compliant

Part Number Size
467

Gallon

4675

5 Gallon

46755

55 Gallon

Odor Annihilator

Use Odor Annihilator to eliminate
stale, musty odors, control air conditioning odors and the smell of tobacco smoke.

Smart Choice Smoke Odor
104979 Eliminator
SMOKE ODOR ELIMINATOR
specially formulated to destroy odors from tabacco,
fire, burnt foods and more.
will not stain fabrics.

9

= VOC Compliant
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Aerosols
Item

Description

Size

#25S Carpet Cleaner
and Deodorizer with
Enzyme

Bio-Enzymatic Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner Fast-acting enzymes safely remove
18 OZ
stubborn stains & odor-causing organic matter
Aerosol
•Inverted spray with foaming action penetrates deep into
carpet and upholstery fibers
•Attacks spots, stains and odors in two ways:
First, by a new unique chemical system that dissolves and suspends the embedded foreign matter. Second, by enzyme-generating bacteria that breaks down
organic residues thereby eliminating stains and odors
•Effective on spots caused by coffee, milk, wine and other mishaps. VOC Compliant

#26S Fast Spray

FAST SHINE is a great final detail product and economical alternative to higher
10 OZ
priced aerosol dressings. Can be used on tires, vinyl interiors, bumper guards, body Aerosol
moldings, air conditioning ducts and door jambs. The fine mist spray tip gives “likenew” results. VOC compliant

#27S Foam Magic

FOAM MAGIC is formulated for the automotive detail specialist. This special formula is designed to lift soils from all fabric surfaces without leaving an oily film behind.
Cleans velour seats, carpets, headliners, sun visors, and door panels without
leaving the fabric wet. Pleasant wintergreen fragrance. Inverted Spray Head. VOC
Compliant

18 OZ
Aerosol

#28S Foaming Glass

GLASS CLEANER is an ammonia free cleaner that powers away stubborn grime
and dirt from glass, mirrors, windows, chrome and tile. This pleasantly scented
product quickly removes cigarette smoke film without leaving behind any annoying
streaks. VOC Compliant

19 OZ
Aerosol

#29S Perfect Spray

Perfect Shine Aerosol Dressing is an outstanding, non-sticky dressing. A special
blend of resins and fast-drying solvents make treatment of intricate vent and dash
surfaces easy. Shines and protects vinyl, wood and painted surfaces. VOC Compliant

11 OZ
Aerosol

#30S Spot Remover

Spot Remover is an aerosol, solvent-based cleaner that removes lipstick, chewing
gum, rust proofing, grease, tar, and oily stains from carpet, upholstery and plastic.
VOC Compliant

18 OZ
Aerosol

10
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Aerosols
#31S Foam Magic

FOAM MAGIC PLUS is formulated for the automotive detail specialist. This special formula is designed to lift soils from all fabric
surfaces without leaving an oily film behind. Cleans velour seats,
carpets, headliners, sun visors, and door panels without leaving
the fabric wet. Pleasant wintergreen fragrance. Horizontal Spray
Head. VOC Compliant

18 OZ
Aerosol

#33S Magic Spray

Magic Spray is a high-grade, aerosol silicone dressing/protectant.
Leaves a deep, lasting shine on rubber, leather, vinyl, wood and
painted surfaces. VOC Compliant

11 OZ
Aerosol

#34S Vent Spray with
Grape Fragrance

Vent Spray is a high-grade, aerosol silicone dressing/protectant
with a pleasant fragrance. Leaves a deep, lasting shine on rubber,
leather, vinyl, wood and painted surfaces. VOC Compliant

11 OZ
Aerosol

Item

Description

#18065 Odor Eliminator
Fresh Air

FRESH AIR ODOR ELIMINATOR is an odor-killing
product with powerful bactericides that stop odors at the
source. Long lasting with a pleasant fresh air aroma.
VOC Compliant

#18070 Odor Eliminator
Citrus

CITRUS ODOR ELIMINATOR is an odor-killing product
with powerful bactericides that stop odors at the source.
Long lasting with a pleasant citrus aroma.VOC Compliant.

#18075 Odor Eliminator
Green Apple

GREEN APPLE ODOR ELIMINATOR is an odor-killing
product with powerful bactericides that stop odors at the
source. Long lasting with a pleasant green apple aroma.
VOC Compliant

#18080 Odor Eliminator
Cherry

CHERRY ODOR ELIMINATOR is an odor-killing product
with powerful bactericides that stop odors at the source.
Long lasting with a pleasant cherry aroma. VOC Compliant.
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Dressings
130

Primo

145

PRIMO DRESSING is a water based
dressing for all hard, non-porous
surfaces such as vinyl or leather
interiors, wood paneling, rubber
hoses, door moldings and engines.
Produces a low sheen that brings
back the” like new “look. Non
greasy.

133

WHITE LIGHTNING DRESSING is a
water based sealant- coating for all
hard non-porous surfaces such as
vinyl or leather interiors, simulated
wood paneling. Excellent for use
on rubber tires, hoses and door
moldings. It can be diluted with
water for greater economy.

Part Number Size
130
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
145
1 Gallon

1305

5 Gallon

1455

5 Gallon

13055

55 Gallon

14555

55 Gallon

Great White

155

GREAT WHITE DRESSING is a
water based sealant- coating for all
hard non-porous surfaces such as
vinyl or leather interiors, simulated
wood paneling. Excellent for use
on rubber tires, hoses and door
moldings. It can be diluted with
water for greater economy.

137

White Dressing
WHITE DRESSING is a water
based sealant-coating for all hard
non-porous surfaces such as vinyl
or leather interiors, simulated
wood paneling. Excellent for use
on rubber tires, hoses and door
moldings. VOC Compliant

Part Number Size

Part Number Size

13355

15555

55 Gallon

165

Primo Supreme
Primo Supreme is a water based
sealant- coating for all hard
non-porous surfaces such as vinyl
or leather interiors, simulated
wood paneling. Excellent for use
on rubber tires, hoses and door
moldings. It can be diluted with
water for greater economy

12

White Lightning

55 Gallon

Tire Shine
TIRE SHINE is a solvent based silicone dressing for all exterior hard
surfaces such as tires and trim.
Long lasting and water resistant.
Unscented for greater economy.

Part Number Size
137
1 Gallon

Part Number Size

1375

5 Gallon

1655

5 Gallon

13755

55 Gallon

16555

55 Gallon

= VOC Compliant
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Dressings
170

Tire Glow

192

TIRE GLOW is an all-purpose solvent base dressing for hard surface
material such as automobile vinyl
and plastic trim, landau tops and
tires. Long lasting and waterproof.
Red in color with a pleasant cotton-candy fragrance.

188

SUPER BLUE is an all-purpose solvent base dressing for hard surface
material such as automobile vinyl
and plastic trim, landau tops and
tires. Long lasting and waterproof.
Blue in color with a pleasant fruity
fragrance.

Part Number Size
170
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
192
1 Gallon

1705

5 Gallon

1925

5 Gallon

17055

55 Gallon

19255

55 Gallon

Premium White

195

PREMIUM WHITE is a thick water
based sealant for all hard non-porous surfaces such as vinyl or
leather interiors, simulated wood
paneling. Excellent for use on rubber tires, hoses and door moldings.
It can be diluted with water for
greater economy. VOC Compliant

190

Super Blue

VOC Premium Blue
VOC PREMIUM BLUE is a superior
solvent base dressing for rubber,
plastic, and vinyl. Weather resistant and long lasting. Our special
blend of carefully selected silicones
produces outstanding gloss on tires.
Can be used to remove wax residue
in hard to reach areas. Pleasant fruit
fragrance.

Part Number Size
188
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
195
1 Gallon

1885

5 Gallon

1955

5 Gallon

18855

55 Gallon

19555

55 Gallon

Premium Blue

197

PREMIUM BLUE is a superior solvent
base dressing for rubber, plastic, and
vinyl. Weather resistant and long
lasting. Our special blend of carefully
selected silicones produces outstanding gloss on tires. Can be used
to remove wax residue in hard to
reach areas. Pleasant fruit fragrance.

Leather Protectant
LEATHER PROTECTANT is formulated with lanolin to preserve, soften, and protect leather interiors.
Can also be used on vinyl. It works
quick and easy with minimal effort.
DO NOT USE ON SUEDE.

Part Number Size

Part Number Size
190
1 Gallon

197-32

Quart

197

1 Gallon

1905

5 Gallon

1975

5 Gallon

19055

55 Gallon

19755

55 Gallon

= VOC Compliant
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Dressings
455

Bumper Bright
BUMPER BRITE is a very thick polymer treatment for faded bumpers
and trim. Water repellent and long
lasting. Pleasant fruity fragrance.
Available in Quart. VOC Compliant

Part Number Size
455-32

Quart

Soaps
183

Cherry Suds

380

CHERRY SUDS is a thick, concentrated, high foaming, shampoo for
use in automatic car wash systems.
This unique formula is free rinsing
and easy on all paint finishes. This
product has a pleasant cherry
fragrance.

365

Auto Wash n Wax
WHITE DRESSING is a water based
sealant-coating for all hard non-porous surfaces such as vinyl or leather
interiors, simulated wood paneling.
Excellent for use on rubber tires,
hoses and door moldings. VOC
Compliant

Part Number Size

Part Number Size
183
1 Gallon

380

1 Gallon

3805

5 Gallon

1835

5 Gallon

38030

30 Gallon

18355

55 Gallon

38055

55 Gallon

Super Suds Liquid

385

Primo Supreme is a water based
sealant- coating for all hard
non-porous surfaces such as vinyl
or leather interiors, simulated
wood paneling. Excellent for use
on rubber tires, hoses and door
moldings. It can be diluted with
water for greater economy

Cherry Suds Plus
CHERRY SUDS PLUS is an economical high sudsing liquid car wash
shampoo. Heavily fortified with
extra pink dye and a high cherry
fragrance. Formulated for automatic car wash systems that need a
thin and cented shampoo.

Part Number Size
365
1 Gallon

14

3655

5 Gallon

Part Number Size

36555

55 Gallon

38555

55 Gallon

= VOC Compliant
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Soaps
402

Super Cherry

408

SUPER CHERRY is a thick, pH balanced, exterior shampoo. Fortified
with a very high cherry fragrance
but no dye. Formulated for automatic car wash systems. Available
in 55 gallon only. VOC Compliant

Extra Clean 30:1
EXTRA CLEAN is an ultra-concentrate
upholstery shampoo specifically
formulated for use on interior fabrics,
including velour and carpet. A superior product that can be diluted 1
part EXTRA CLEAN to 30 parts water.

Part Number Size
408
1 Gallon
Part Number Size

4085

5 Gallon

40255

40855

55 Gallon

55 Gallon

Soaps - Carwash Tunnel
378

Auto Wash 500 Liquid

442

AUTO WASH 500 is a high concentrate, high sudsing liquid car
wash shampoo. Formulated for
automatic car wash systems that
need a thin shampoo. Available in
55 Gallon. Voc Compliant

389

Towel Wash
TOWEL WASH is a concentrated
cleaner great to use as towel soap
and sanitizer which makes your
towels smell fresh and clean. For
use in washing machines.

Part Number Size
378
1 Gallon

Part Number Size
4425
5 Gallon

3785

5 Gallon

44230

30 Gallon

37855

55 Gallon

44250

55 Gallon

Liquid Towel Soap

484

LIQUID TOWEL SOAP is a concentrated laundry soap for cleaning
shop towels. Economical and easy
to use, just add 4 oz. per load. VOC
Compliant

Vanish “Pre Soak”
VANISH is a Pre-Soak ultra concentrationed alkaline cleaner used
to break down stubbon road film.
Great to clean semi trucks and
trailers. Dilute 100 to 1

Part Number Size

Part Number Size
4845
5 Gallon

3895

5 Gallon

48430

30 Gallon

38955

55 Gallon

48455

55 Gallon

= VOC Compliant
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Soaps - Carwash Tunnel
518

Magic Tire and Wheel Cleaner

PWB

MAGIC TIRE & WHEEL CLEANER
is a high foaming, non-acid wheel
cleaner for use on coated, chrome,
painted and wire wheels. Excellent
for cleaning white wall tires. To be
used as an online wheel cleaner in
the automatic car washes. Available in 55 Gallon.VOC Compliant

638

CLEAR COAT BLUE CONDITIONER
is a concentrated, visually appealing, high foaming conditioner
formulated for all paint finishes.
Designed for spray arches in
automatic car wash systems VOC
Compliant.

Part Number Size

Part Number Size

5185

5 Gallon

PWB5

5 Gallon

51855

55 Gallon

PWB55

55 Gallon

Cherry Foaming Brush

PWR

CHERRY FOAMING BRUSH is a self
service foaming soap that has a
pleasent cherry fragrance.

PWY

Conditioner Red
CLEAR COAT RED CONDITIONER
is a concentrated, visually appealing, high foaming conditioner
formulated for all paint finishes.
Designed for spray arches in
automatic car wash systems VOC
Compliant.

Part Number Size

Part Number Size

6385

5 Gallon

PWR

5 Gallon

63855

55 Gallon

PWR55

55 Gallon

Conditioner Yellow

SW

CLEAR COAT YELLOW CONDITIONER is a concentrated, visually
appealing, high foaming conditioner formulated for all paint
finishes. Designed for spray arches
in automatic car wash systems.
VOC Compliant.

16

Conditioner Blue

Extra Beads Spray Wax
EXTRA BEADS Spray Wax is a
concentrated liquid designed to
add shine and beading action to
wet surfaces. Aids in water rinsing
and leaves an increased shine. VOC
Compliant

Part Number Size

Part Number Size
SW5
5 Gallon

PWY5

5 Gallon

SW30

30 Gallon

PWY55

55 Gallon

SW55

55 Gallon

= VOC Compliant
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Soaps - Carwash Tunnel
SWAX
TFB

Triple
Foam Wax
Polish Wax Blue
Sealer

TFR

TRIPLE FOAM POLISH WAX is a
hyper concentrated, visually appealing, high foaming conditioner
formulated for the automatic car
wash. VOC Compliant

TRIPLE FOAM POLISH WAX is a
hyper concentrated, visually appealing, high foaming conditioner
formulated for the automatic car
wash. VOC Compliant

388

Triple Foam Polish Wax Red

Part Number Size
TFB5
5 Gallon

Part Number Size
TFR5
5 Gallon

TFB30

30 Gallon

TFR30

30 Gallon

TFB55

55 Gallon

TFR55

55 Gallon

Super Polish Wax Plus

TFY

SUPER POLISH WAX PLUS is a
hyper concentrated, visually appealing, high foaming conditioner
formulated for the automatic car
wash. VOC Compliant

Triple Foam Polish Wax Yellow
TRIPLE FOAM POLISH WAX is a
hyper concentrated, visually appealing, high foaming conditioner
formulated for the automatic car
wash. VOC Compliant

Part Number Size
TFY5
5 Gallon
Part Number Size

TFY30

30 Gallon

38855

TFY55

55 Gallon

55 Gallon

17
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Surface Products

Compounds
Aggressive Meter

Least Aggressive....................................................................................................................Most Aggressive
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item

Description

Sizes

#1
BROWN CLEANER is a very aggressive compound formulated for use on ba- 1 Gallon
Brown Cleaner secoat finishes. Great for use on heavily oxidized paint. Contains no silicone.
Best used on fiberglass or gel-coat. BODY SHOP SAFE. VOC COMPLIANT
10
#315
Big Bite is a special liquid formula that contains unique abrasives that per1 Gallon
Big Bite
mit use on both new and old coatings. Can be used to remove both fine and
coarse scratches and defects. This dual-range capability makes this compound
the best choice for all shops. BODY SHOP SAFE VOC COMPLIANT
8
#301
Miracle Cut
6
#302
Perfect Cut
5
#304/30432
Pure Cut
3
#314
Lite Cut

Miracle Cut 1000 is a special liquid formula that contains unique abrasives that 1 Gallon
permit use on both new and old coatings. Can be used to remove both fine and
coarse scratches and defects. This dual-range capability makes this compound
the best choice for all shops. BODY SHOP SAFE VOC COMPLIANT
1 Gallon
This product is a cleaner and leveling compound designed to remove 1000
grit sand scratches as well as severe oxidation and acid rain damage. This
user-friendly compound works quickly and leaves minimal, if any, swirls. BODY
SHOP SAFE VOC COMPLIANT
PURE CUT COMPOUND is a modern fast acting compound. Fortified with
micro abrasives that remove 1500 scratches safely with minimul swirling. Body
Shop safe. AVAILABLE IN GALLON OR QUARTS. VOC COMPLIANT

1 Gallon
Quart

LITE CUT is a lite-duty compound formulated to remove compound scratches
and swirl marks. BODY SHOP SAFE. VOC Compliant.

1 Gallon

1

COMPOUNDS
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Item

Description

Sizes

ZEP

Rupes Zephir Gloss Coarse Gel Compound is the 1st step in the Rupes Big Foot Polishing System. This ultra-heavy cut compound utilizes advanced abrasive technology that
quickly eliminates up to 1500 grit sanding marks on fresh paint while leaving minimal
haze. Rupes Zephir Gloss Coarse Gel Compound is designed to be used with a Rupes
Blue Coarse Foam Pad on a Rupes Big Foot Random Orbital Polisher. VOC Compliant

1000ML

7
QUAR Rupes Quarz Gloss Medium Gel Compound is the 2nd step in the Rupes Big Foot Polishing System. Featuring Rupes’ proprietary abrasive technology, Quarz Gloss Medium Gel
Compound was formulated to remove up to 2500 grit sanding marks on fresh paint while
being exceptionally easy to work with. Rupes Quarz Gloss Medium Gel Compound is designed to be used with a Rupes Green Medium Foam Pad on a Rupes Big Foot Random
Orbital Polisher. VOC Compliant
5
Rupes UHS Easy Gloss-1000 ml UHS Easy Gloss Polishing Compound is a medium-cut
UHS
compound with exceptional finishing characteristics. This all-new formula features a
unique emulsion. UHS Easy Gloss Polishing Compound is recommended for use with
UHS Easy Gloss Foam Polishing Pads only! UHS Easy Gloss Polishing Compound does
not contain fillers. It is silicone free and body shop safe. VOC Compliant
5
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Surface Products
Polishes and Waxes

Item

Description

Size

#238
Yellow Paste
Wax

AUTO CARE Paste Wax is a premium, #1 Carnauba paste wax that contains no abrasives. It provides long-lasting protection with a durable shine. Special anti-swirl agents
make it ideal for use on dark finishes. 14 oz. container. VOC Compliant

12 OZ

#240
Finish Cream
Wax

FINISH CREAM WAX is a quick non-abrasive carnauba wax that is fortified with paint
sealant. Excellent product for use on all paint finishes that require maximum protection. This product produces a deep long lasting gloss yet is very easy to apply and
remove. Can be applied to a damp surface. Pleasant cherry fragrance.

1 Gallon

#265
Power Buff

POWER BUFF is a Heavy duty One-Step cleaner wax. Excellent on any paint finish.
Superior shine and depth on fiberglass gel-coat. Can be used by hand or machine.
Great results with a foam pad, but a wool pad may be used if additional cutting is
needed. Available in Gallon VOC COMPLIANT

1 Gallon

#273
Banana Wax

Banana Wax is an easy-to-use wax that produces a hand-rubbed, hard -shell protective coating. Just wipe on and wipe off to produce a legendary finish.

1 Gallon

#285
Perfection

PERFECTION is the final step in polishing conventional base coat/ clear coat finishes.
Contains a blend of waxes for a long lasting shine. Can be used by hand or machine.
VOC Compliant

1 Gallon

#292
Finish 1

FINISH 1 is the first step for restoring gloss to aged and weathered clear coat finishes. 1 Gallon
This moderately aggressive compound produces gloss with either foam or wool buffing
pads. VOC COMPLIANT

#294
Finish 2

1 Gallon
FINISH 2 is the final step in polishing today’s modern basecoat/clear coat finishes. It
can be used by hand or machine and is not affected by heat. It contains a unique blend
of waxes that produce a long lasting brilliant shine. Primarily used with a foam pad but
great results can be achieved with a wool pad for added cut. VOC COMPLIANT

#297
Midnight Magic

MIDNIGHT MAGIC is a quick non-abrasive wax for use on all paint finishes. This product produces a deep long lasting gloss yet is very easy to apply and remove. A great
quick wax for the busy car wash. VOC COMPLIANT

1 Gallon

#298/29832
Pink Cutting
Cream

PINK CUTTING CREAM is an aggressive one-step polish formulated with an advanced abrasive system using carnauba wax. Can be used with a high speed polisher
or a DA buffer. VOC COMPLIANT. BODY SHOP SAFE.

1 Gallon

#303
Restoring Glaze

RESTORING GLAZE is a mildly aggressive machine glaze that contains lubricants
to enhance buff ability. Safe and effective to use on all finishes including clear coats.
VOC COMPLIANT

1 Gallon
Quart

#306/30632
Pure Finish

PURE FINISH is a semi-aggressive glaze that cuts like a compound. A special blend
of lubricants and silicones allow this product to produce excellent gloss with minimal
effort. Will not gum-up wool or foam pads. Safe and effective on all paint finishes including clearcoats. VOC COMPLIANT

1 Gallon

#310
Swirl Remover

VOC SWIRL REMOVER is designed to eliminate swirls from both fresh and cured
paint surfaces. Because it contains no fillers, waxes or silicone, VOC SWIRL REMOVER produces a clean, high gloss finish that doesn’t wash away. Available in Quart
VOC COMPLIANT

1 Gallon
Quart

#318
Auto, RV, &
Marine

AUTO, RV, & MARINE is an advanced one-step polish and wax. Easy to use by hand
or machine. Will remove oxidation from gel coat and fiberglass surfaces and leave a
brilliant wax surface. VOC COMPLIANT

1 Gallon
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Surface Products
299

Paint Sealant

PAINT SEALANT Iis a oniquely
formulated blend of cross linked
polymers and Zonyl. When maximum paint protection is needed
this product excedes all others.
VOC Compliant.

386

Silicone-Free Body Gloss
Silicone Free Body Gloss is a clay
lubricant and hard surface cleaner
formulated for easy removal of compound dust. Excellent for removing
smudges, fingerprints, and smears
from paint, glass, and chrome. This
product is BODY SHOP SAFE. Available in Gallon. VOC Compliant

Part Number Size

830

29932

Quart

Part Number Size

299

Gallon

386

Fabric Protector

This solvent-based polymer fabric
treatment is easy to use. This special coating is designed to seal out
both water-and oil-based stains.
Fabric fibers absorb the entire
fiber is protected against damaging stains. As a result, liquids
bead up on the surface and can be
completely removed. Available in
Gallon VOC COMPLIANT

404

Gallon

Silicone-Free Tire Gloss

Silicone Free Body Gloss is a clay
lubricant and hard surface cleaner formulated for easy removal
of compound dust. Excellent for
removing smudges, fingerprints,
and smears from paint, glass, and
chrome. This product is BODY
SHOP SAFE. Available in Gallon.
VOC Compliant

Part Number Size

31332

Part Number Size

404

Gallon

830

4045

5 Gallon

Gallon

Swirl Remover

VOC SWIRL REMOVER is designed
to eliminate swirls from both fresh
and cured paint surfaces. Because
it contains no fillers, waxes or
silicone, VOC SWIRL REMOVER
produces a clean, high gloss finish
that doesn’t wash away. Available
in Gallon VOC COMPLIANT

479

VOC Tire Gloss Silicone-Free
VOC Tire Gloss Silicone - Free
Dressing is an easy-to-use product
that shines and protects interior
and exterior rubber, vinyl, plastic
and leather surfaces. Leaves tires
with a shiny black finish. Body
Shops and other users concerned
with paint contamination will appreciate this deep lustrous gloss. 1

Part Number Size
Part Number Size

479

Gallon

31332

4795

5 Gallon

Quart
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Polishers, Pads, and Compounds
Polishers
T

he Rupes BigFoot random orbital polishing system
reduces traditional polishing times and polishes without
leaving holograms on the paint surface, This new and
revolutionary process allows for substantial savings in
time and compound use. The BigFoot system operates
in a large random orbital movement which when accompanied with a long throw, eliminates holograms and
allows for complete surface polishing in just one step.

The Rupes LHR 15ES is the new standard for random orbital polishers. With its 15mm throw, the 15ES
covers more surface area than conventional polishers.
The advantage of a larger throw is that more surface area
is being covered as you polish. The 15ES utilizes a 5
inch hook and loop backing plate designed for 5.5 and 6
inch pads. With a 500 watt motor and the industry leading 15mm throw, the15ES can remove sanding marks of
up to 1500 grit. Convenient features such as soft-start
system allow for the compound to stay on the pad while
the rotational speed gradually increases. With a variable-speed dial and safety lock, the Rupes 15ES ensures
the no matter what your skill level, you can polish without the troubles and worries of conventional polishers .

Item #15ES

Pads

The bigger variant to the 15ES, the Rupes 21ES
is characterized by its signature 21mm orbit and
150mm Rupes backing pad. The 500-watt motor combined with the 150/180mm backing pads
from Rupes ensures a rapid cut and flawless finish.

Item #854

#150U

130/150mm grey backing pad for foam
polishing

#180U

150/180mm grey backing pad for foam
polishing

#150H

Coarse, blue variant foam polishing pad
130/150mm

#180H

Coarse, blue variant foam polishing pad
150/180mm

#150J

Medium, green variant foam pad
130/150mm

#180J

Medium, green variant foam pad
150/180mm

Porous pad, compound applied to
surface continually. Recommended
compounds: Quarz (QUAR) and
Zephir (ZEP)

#180M

Fine, yellow variant foam pad
150/180mm

Adapts to compound used, heightens
gloss level of compounds.

#180S

Ultrafine, white variant foam pad
150/180mm

Adapts to irregular shapes on sports
cars and older vehicles. Soft texture.

#150XH

Coarse, blue microfiber polishing pad
130/150mm

Removes swirl marks, scratches,
oxidation, and scratches.

#170XH

Coarse, blue microfiber polishing pad
150/180mm

Coarse pad, large dimension of cells
allows for heat dissipation. Compound continually applied to surface,
not retained. Use with Zephir (ZEP).
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Polishers, Pads, and Compounds
Compounds
Item

Description

Sizes

ZEP

Rupes Zephir Gloss Coarse Gel Compound is the 1st step in the Rupes Big Foot Polishing System. This ultra-heavy cut compound utilizes advanced abrasive technology that
quickly eliminates up to 1500 grit sanding marks on fresh paint while leaving minimal
haze. Rupes Zephir Gloss Coarse Gel Compound is designed to be used with a Rupes
Blue Coarse Foam Pad on a Rupes Big Foot Random Orbital Polisher. VOC Compliant

1000ML

7
QUAR Rupes Quarz Gloss Medium Gel Compound is the 2nd step in the Rupes Big Foot Polishing System. Featuring Rupes’ proprietary abrasive technology, Quarz Gloss Medium Gel
Compound was formulated to remove up to 2500 grit sanding marks on fresh paint while
being exceptionally easy to work with. Rupes Quarz Gloss Medium Gel Compound is designed to be used with a Rupes Green Medium Foam Pad on a Rupes Big Foot Random
Orbital Polisher. VOC Compliant
5
Rupes UHS Easy Gloss - 1000 ml UHS Easy Gloss Polishing Compound is a medium-cut
UHS
compound with exceptional finishing characteristics. This all-new formula features a
unique emulsion. UHS Easy Gloss Polishing Compound is recommended for use with
UHS Easy Gloss Foam Polishing Pads only! UHS Easy Gloss Polishing Compound does
not contain fillers. It is silicone free and body shop safe. VOC Compliant
5

1000ML

1000ML

Backing Plates
#321N Backing Plate for Rupes 21E
#27N Backing Plate for Rupes 15E

Buffer Parts
#816245C Front Cap Assembly for Rupes 21ES
#44285C Lower Handle Assembly for Rupes 21ES
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Air Freshners

Liquids, Clips, Bombs, and Waferss

Liquids
AIR FRESHENER CONCENTRATE is a liquid

fragrance that can be diluted with water to freshen the
interior of any vehicle. Available in 17 different scents
in 16 OZ bottles. This product is a high profit item for
any car wash. Makes 2 1/2 gallons. VOC Compliant
#702 Creamy Vanilla
16 OZ.

#753 Fabric Fresh
1 Gallon

#706 Pina Colada
16 OZ.

#752 Creamy Vanilla
1 Gallon

#707 Strawberry
16 OZ.

#753 Pine Colada
1 Gallon

#709 Fresh Lemon
16 OZ.

#755 Fresh Lemon
1 Gallon

#710 Fabric Fresh
16 OZ.

#756 Nu Car
1 Gallon

#711 Black Ice
16 OZ.

#757 Cinnamon
1 Gallon

#712 Nu Car
16 OZ.

#758 Cherry
1 Gallon

#713 Cinnamon
16 OZ.

#759 Black Ice
1 Gallon

#714 Wild Cherry
16 OZ.

Vent Clips
#VVN Vanilla
350 ct.

VANILLA Scented Vent Clips.
Great alternative to liquid air fresheners. VOC Compliant

#VCC Clean N Fresh
350 ct.

CLEAN N FRESH Scented Vent
Clips. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners. VOC Compliant

#VTC Tropical Citrus
350 ct.

TROPICAL CITRUS Scented Vent
Clips. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners. VOC Compliant

#VCAI Arctic Ice
100 ct.

ARTIC ICE Scented Vent Clips.
Great alternative to liquid air fresheners.VOC Compliant

#VCBD Black Diamond BLACK DIAMOND Scented Vent
100 ct.
Clips. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners. VOC Compliant
#VCBC Black Cherry
100 ct.

BLACK CHERRY Scented Vent
Clips. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners. VOC Compliant

#VCCF Clean N Fresh
100 ct.

CLEAN N FRESH Scented Vent
Clips. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners.VOC Compliant

#VCNT Nautical
100 ct.

NAUTICAL Scented Vent Clips.
Great alternative to liquid air fresheners. VOC Compliant

#VCNC New Car
100 ct.

NEW CAR Scented Vent Clips.
Great alternative to liquid air fresheners. VOC Compliant

#VCPC Pina Colada
100 ct.

PINA COLADA Scented Vent
Clips. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners. VOC Compliant
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Air Freshners

Liquids, Clips, Bombs, and Wafers

Odor Bombs
Total Release ODOR ELIMINATOR FOGGER

eliminates all types of malodors. Effectively
eliminates odors caused from mildew, urine, fire and
smoke. Each can neutralizes up to 6,000 cubic feet of
space. VOC Compliant
Item number

Size

#468 Pina Colada

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#469 Cream Soda

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#470 New Car

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#471 Vanilla

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#472 Fresh Air

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#473 Berry

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#475 Neutral Scent

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#477 Citrus

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

#478 Tropical Mango 5 oz. aerosol
12pk case
#480 A/C Deodorizer

5 oz. aerosol
12pk case

Wafers
#AS100 New Car

VANILLA Scented wafers. Great alternative to liquid air fresheners. VOC Compliant

#AS101 Fresh N Clean

FRESH N CLEAN Scented wafers. Great alternative to liquid
air fresheners. VOC Compliant

#AS102 California Orange CALIFORNIA ORANGE Scented wafers. Great alternative to
liquid air fresheners.VOC Compliant
#AS105 Pina Colada

PINA COLADA Scented Wafers. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners. VOC Compliant

#AS106 Strawberry

STRAWBERRY Scented Wafers. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners. VOC Compliant

#AS107 Wild Cherry

WILD CHERRY Scented Wafers. Great alternative to liquid air
fresheners.
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Solvents, Paints, and Dyes
105

Advantage Lacquer Thinner

BC

Brake Cleaner

General Purpose Lacquer Thinner

Part Number Size

Part Number Size

105

Gallon

BC5

5 Gallon

1055

5 Gallon

BC55

55 Gallon

Multi-Purpose Solvent

153

This non chlorinated brake cleaner
is great for removing brake dust
from brake shoes and cleaning
brake assemblies.

CLEAR COAT YELLOW CONDITIONER is a concentrated, visually
appealing, high foaming conditioner formulated for all paint
finishes. Designed for spray arches
in automatic car wash systems.
VOC Compliant.

Part Number Size
153
Gallon
1535

5 Gallon

15355

55 Gallon

Paints
#HT1810 Hi Tech
Flat Black Enamel
12 OZ Aerosol

HI TECH spray paint is a fast drying, lead
free enamel for automobile touch-up.
Great color and texture match for all automobile under hood and chassis black.
VOC Compliant

#HT1824 Hi
Tech Semi
Gloss Enamel
12 OZ Aerosol

HI TECH spray paint is a fast drying, lead
free enamel for automobile touch-up.
Great color and texture match for all automobile under hood and chassis black.
VOC Compliant

Dyes

H
I TECH Vinyl and Carpet Dyes provide detailers with a comprehensive range of
color options. These premium colors offer excellent adhesion and consistency. Aerosol
packaging makes repairs and re-coloring fast and consistent for a factory-new look.
VOC Compliant
#HT200
11.25 OZ

Beige

#HT222
11.25 OZ

Woodard Tan

#HT440
11.25 OZ

Gray

#HT201
11.25 OZ

Light Beige

#HT223
11.25 OZ

Vintage Tan

#HT445
11.25 OZ

Carbon Gray

#HT202
11.25 OZ

Parve Beige

#HT235
11.25 OZ

Khaki

#HT450
11.25 OZ

Dark Gray

#HT205
11.25 OZ

Desert Tan

#HT400
11.25 OZ

Dove Gray

#HT460
11.25 OZ

Charcoal
Gray

#HT467
11.25 OZ

Dark Griege

#HT210
11.25 OZ

Doeskin

#HT401
11.25 OZ

Doeskin

#HT465
11.25 OZ

Tawny Gray

#HT468
11.25 OZ

Dark Charcoal
Gray

#HT215
11.25 OZ

Sand

#HT410
11.25 OZ

Light Gray

#HT466
11.25 OZ

Taupe Gray

#HT470
11.25 OZ

Black
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Bottles and Sprayers
Item

Description

#1003/1003A
12 OZ. Polish Dispenser and Cap

#1003 Polish Dispenser Bottle is a “ketchup style” squeeze bottle
with a wide mouth and adjustable tip.

#236B 16 OZ. Glass Cleaner Safety Bottle # 236 is a 16 oz OSHA approved safety bottle.
#2000B
32 OZ. Southwest Plastic Safety

#2000B is a 32 oz. OSHA approved safety bottle. It can be labeled
with a magic marker.

#2051B
32 OZ. Hot Shot Plastic Safety Bottle

#2051B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.

#2107B
#2107B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
32 OZ. R.T.U. Glass Cleaner Safety Bottle name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.
#2137B
32 OZ. Primo Supreme Safety Bottle

#2137B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.

#2170B
32 OZ. Tire Glo Plastic Safety Bottle

#2170B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.

#2188B
32 OZ. Premium White Plastic Safety
Bottle

#2188B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.

#2190B
#2190B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
32 OZ. Premium Blue Plastic Safety Bottle name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.
#2300B
32 OZ. Red Lightning Plastic Safety Bottle

#2300B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. ALL information is in
English and Spanish.

#2377B
#2377B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
32 OZ. Super Cleaner Plastic Safety Bottle name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.
#2391B
32 OZ. Body Gloss Plastic Safety Bottle

#SS400B
32 OZ. Safety Bottle for SS400XX

#2391B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.
#SS400B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The
product name and all additional safety and dispensing information is
permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in
English and Spanish.
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Bottles and Sprayers
Item

Description

#700B
32 OZ. Air Freshner Bottle

700B is a 32 oz. silk-screened, labeled, OSHA bottle. The product
name and all additional safety and dispensing information is permanently silk-screened to the bottle surface. All information is in English
and Spanish.

Item

Description

#FT4 Flip Top for 2000B

# FT4 Flip top fits all 32 oz bottles.

#320W White Mist Sprayer

#320w is an economical mist sprayer that
will fit all 16oz. and 32oz. bottles.

#320CR Gray Mist Sprayer

#320CR is a heavy duty, chemical resistant,
mist sprayer that will fit all 16oz. and 32oz.
bottles.

#330R Red Jumbo Sprayer

#330R A heavy duty high output sprayer fits
32oz or 16oz bottles.

#5000 5- Gallon Dispenser Jug w/cap
spigot extra.
#5000C Cap for #5000

#5000 Dispenser jug

#5000S Spigot for 5-Gallon Dispenser

#5000S is the screw on spigot for our
popular 5 gallon jug.

#5040S High Volume Spigot for 5-Gallon
Dispenser

#5040S is the screw on, high volume spigot
for our popular 5 gallon jug. Great for thick
chemical dispensing.

#WO397 70MM Closure tool for 5000S
#WO169 Drum Wrench

Tool for 5 gallon dispenser
55 gallon drum wrench

#5000 cap only
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Brushes
Item

Description

#42 Super Gong, Green

GREEN SUPER GONG BRUSH is a 6 inch handle, soft bristle,
bi-level brush that is safe to use on painted or polished finishes.

#43 Super Gong, Long Handle Green

GREEN SUPER GONG BRUSH is a 16 inch handle, soft bristle,
bi-level brush that is safe to use on painted or polished finishes.

#167 Handle Upholstery Brush

#167 is a semi-stiff, white bristle brush for cleaning carpets and
interiors. Iron shaped handle.

#180 Multi-Purpose Scrub Brush

#180 MULTI-PURPOSE Brush is a nylon bristle, brick shaped,
semi-stiff scrub brush.

#271 Toothbrush Brass Bristle

#271 is a toothbrush style brush for cleaning hard surfaces and
hard to reach areas that will not be harmed by brass bristles.

#272 Toothbrush Nylon Bristle

#272 is a toothbrush style nylon brush for cleaning hard surfaces
and hard to reach areas.

#295 Vent Brush

#295 VENT BRUSH is a round handle, soft bristle, interior trim
brush.

#296 Two-Way Mini Detail Brush

#296 is a double-ended detail brush. The round handle and soft
bristles make for easy dusting of interior surfaces.

#625 Spoke Brush Large

#625 is a cone shaped brush designed to clean spoke and honeycombed wheels.

#675 Nylon White Wall Brush

#675 NYLON WHITE WALL BRUSH is a general purpose, short
handle brush for white wall tires, carpet and interior cleaning.
White bristles.

#676 Brass White Wall Brush

#676 is a brass bristle brush for cleaning rubber tires and white
walls.

#677 Upholstery Brush

#677 BLACK NYLON CARPET BRUSH is a general purpose,
short handle brush for white wall tires, carpet and interior cleaning. Black bristles.

#1014 Double Ended Toothbrush

#1014 DOUBLE ENDED TOOTHBRUSH is a stiff nylon toothbrush. One end is a regular style toothbrush and the other end is
a very short narrow bristle for small crevices.

#1411 Truck Wash Brush, Gray

#1411 GRAY TRUCK WASH BRUSH is a 3” X 10” soft bristle
brush that can be mounted to any standard extension pole. This
brush is safe to use on all paint finishes

#3026 Truck Wash Brush, Green 8”

#3026 GREEN TRUCK WASH BRUSH is a 3” X 8” soft bristle
brush that can be mounted to any standard extension pole. This
brush is safe to use on all paint finishes

#3033 Truck Wash Brush, Green 10”

#3033 GREEN TRUCK WASH BRUSH is a 3” X 10” soft bristle
brush that can be mounted to any standard extension pole. This
brush is safe to use on all paint finishes

#YTB Truck and RV Wash Brush

#YTB YELLOW BI-LEVEL TRUCK WASH BRUSH is a 5” X 10”
soft bristle brush that can be mounted to any standard extension pole. It’s extra large, bi-level surface area allows for more
coverage on large vehicles. This brush is safe to use on all paint
finishes
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Brushes
Item

Description

#239DT Detail Brush, Large

#239DT YELLOW DETAIL BRUSH is a large detail brush with
soft, one inch long bristles. Great for cleaning wax residue from
hard to reach crevices.

#270R Vent Brush, Large

#270R VENT BRUSH is a pastry style, round handle, extra thick,
soft bristle, interior trim brush.

#3030B Truck Wash Brush,
Green

#3030B GREEN BI-LEVEL TRUCK WASH BRUSH is a 5” X 10”
soft bristle brush that can be mounted to any standard extension pole. It’s extra large, bi-level surface area allows for more
coverage on large vehicles. This brush is safe to use on all paint
finishes.

#4575B Detail Brush, Red

#4575B RED DETAIL BRUSH is a soft, firm brush with 3/4 inch
long bristles. Great for cleaning wax residue from hard to reach
crevices.

#65M Upholstery Cleaning
Brush, Purple

# 65M PURPLE UPHOLSTERY BRUSH is a 6 inch handle, stiff
bristle, nylon brush that is designed to clean carpets, upholstery,
tires, inner fender panels and wheel wells.

#B60 Truck Wash Handle

# B60 5 FT long brush handle.

#FZ Stone Pet Hair Remover
Brush

#FZ Fur-Zoff is More Effective, Durable and Earth-Friendly than
any other product for cleaning pet hair from the fabrics in your life.
With a light sweeping motion, its unique rigid hair scaled texture
removes hair from carpets and fabrics in homes and vehicles
quickly and easily.

Accessories and Supplies
Wash Mitts and Chamois
Item

Description

#LM275 Wash Mitt Open-End
with Cuff (8x11)

LM275 is a lambs wool, open-end, soft
wash mitt with a ribbed cuff.

#2099 Wash Mitt Closed-End
(9x9)

#2099 is a lambs wool, Closed end, soft
wash mitt.

#WS20 Synthetic Drying Cloth

WS20 is made in Holland and is the
worlds best synthetic chamois. Don’t be
fooled by cheap imitations. 5 sq feet.

#CW1 Chamois Wringer

CW1 is an industrial grade wringer. Wall
or stanchion mountable. The heavy duty
double rollers make drying towels or
chamois’ a breeze.

#WB Jelly Water Blade

SILICONE WATER BLADE is a one
handed 12 inch squeegee. Great for
quick drying a wet surface.
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Accessories and Supplies
Floor Mats
Item

Description

#FM5 Plastic-coated Paper Floor Mats
Caption: “THANKS FOR COMING IN

FM5 PLASTIC COATED PAPER FLOOR MATS are
made of heavy duty paper that is embossed with a
plastic coating that resists tears and water damage. A
friendly imprinted slogan reminds your customers of
your appreciation. Box of 500

#FMA200 Plastic Floor Mats with
Adhesive Backing; 200 feet per roll

ADHESIVE BACKED CLEAR FLOOR MATS allow
for maximum protection. These mats will conform to
any uneven surface. 200 ft 24” wide 4mill thick. roll.
Best results can be achieved by using the #D2430
Dispenser.

#FMA500 Plastic Floor Mats with
Adhesive Backing; 500 feet per foll

ADHESIVE BACKED CLEAR FLOOR MATS allow
for maximum protection. These mats will conform to
any uneven surface. 500 ft 24” wide 4mill thick. roll.
Best results can be achieved by using the #D2430
Dispenser.

#D2430 Carpet Film Dispenser

ADHESIVE BACKED CLEAR FLOOR MATS allow
for maximum protection. These mats will conform to
any uneven surface. 200 ft 24” wide 4mill thick. roll.
Best results can be achieved by using the #D2430
Dispenser.

#SC2 Plastic Seat Covers

PLASTIC SEAT COVERS are plastic, easy to use, slip
on seat covers. Great to use after a seat shampoo.
200 covers per case.

(upper wording) / IT HAS BEEN A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU (lower wording)”

Drum Pumps
Item

Description

#36S Plastic 55-Gallon Drum Pump

#36S PLASTIC 55-GALLON PUMP is a
heavy duty, T-Handle pump for 55-gallon
containers.

#M360 Tolco 55-Gallon Plastic Drum Pump

#M360 PLASTIC 55-GALLON DRUM
PUMP

Eagle Premium Wet/Dry
E

agle waterproof abrasive paper is the leader in
sandpaper technology. Each sleeve contains 50 half
sheets(5.5” X 9” ) of silicon carbide paper.
#13125 Eagle Superfine 2500 Grit
#13120 Eagle Superfine 2000 Grit
#13115 Eagle Superfine 1500 Grit
#13112 Eagle Superfine 1200 Grit
#13110 Eagle Superfine 1000 Grit
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Accessories and Supplies
Razor Blades and Scrapers
Item

Description

#1005 Razor Blades

#1005 razor blades are a carbon steel, single
edge blade designed for general shop use.
.009” thickness and 100 per box.

#14543 Plastic Razor
Blades

These plastic blades are the premier blade for
the quality detail shop. They are safe to use for
decal removal, stripe removal, soft tar removal
and glass clean up. 25 blades per box.

#1006 Heavy Duty
Push-Up Scraper

#1006 is a heavy duty push-up scraper that
uses single edge razor blades.

#L52

#L52 is a fixed position scraper that uses
single edge razor blades. 9 inch screwdriver
handle with extra blade storage.

Clay Abrasives
Item

Description

#200W White Clay (Fine)

White Clay offers a fine grade detailing clay bar for removing medium to light contamination.
White Clay cleans and removes surface contaminants such as over spray, rail dust and other
stubborn and trapped dirt. Preparation with White Clay leaves a perfectly smooth finish ready
for polishing and waxing. This is the Original Professional 200 gram bar. Use with #391 Body
Gloss

#200DG Dark Clay (Medium)

Dark Grey Clay offers a medium grade detailing clay bar for removing medium to heavy contamination. Dark Grey Clay cleans and removes surface contaminants such as over spray, rail
dust and other stubborn and trapped dirt. Preparation with Dark Grey Clay leaves a perfectly
smooth finish ready for polishing and waxing. This is the Original Professional 200 gram bar.
Use with #391 Body Gloss

#CM1200 Clay Magic
Red (Medium)

Clay Magic offers a medium grade detailing clay bar for removing medium to heavy contamination. Clay Magic cleans and removes surface contaminants such as over spray, rail dust
and other stubborn and trapped dirt. Preparation with Clay Magic CM1200 leaves a perfectly
smooth finish ready for polishing and waxing. This is the Original Professional 200 gram bar.
Use with #391 Body Gloss

#CM2200 Clay Magic
Blue (Fine)

Clay Magic offers a fine grade detailing clay bar for removing medium to light contamination.
Clay Magic cleans and removes surface contaminants such as over spray, rail dust and other
stubborn and trapped dirt. Preparation with Clay Magic CM2200 leaves a perfectly smooth
finish ready for polishing and waxing. This is the Original Professional 200 gram bar. Use with
#391 Body Gloss

#SSP580 Surface Prep
Clay Towel (Fine)

Speedy Surface Prep Towel works fast and achieves professional results with the advanced
polymerized rubber technology, the next generation of surface preparation. Speedy Surface
Prep Towel quickly, easily and safely removes paint over-spray, rail dust, brake dust, industrial
pollution and other bonded surface contaminants from the surface of automotive paint, glass,
moldings and plastic. Speedy Surface Prep Towel works great with your favorite showroom
prep or clay lubricant product. The Speedy Surface Prep Towel is easily cleaned by simply
rinsing off the accumulated contaminants with water. If you drop the Speedy Surface Prep
Towel on the ground, just rinse the towel with water and you’re ready to keep using it. Plus, the
Speedy Surface Prep Towel does not require constant shaping and reshaping. Measures 12””
x 12””.
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Accessories and Supplies
Clay Abrasives
Item

Description

#SSP589 Surface Prep Clay Towel Speedy Surface Prep Towel works fast and achieves professional results with
(Medium)
the advanced polymerized rubber technology, the next generation of surface
preparation. Speedy Surface Prep Towel quickly, easily and safely removes paint
over-spray, rail dust, brake dust, industrial pollution and other bonded surface
contaminants from the surface of automotive paint, glass, moldings and plastic.
Speedy Surface Prep Towel works great with your favorite showroom prep or
clay lubricant product. The Speedy Surface Prep Towel is easily cleaned by simply rinsing off the accumulated contaminants with water. If you drop the Speedy
Surface Prep Towel on the ground rinse the towel with water and you’re ready
to keep using it. Plus, the Speedy Surface Prep Towel does not require constant
shaping and reshaping. Measures 12” x 12”
#SSP573 Econo Pad Surface Prep

Speedy Surface Prep Econo Pads work fast and achieve professional results
with the new advanced polymerized rubber technology, the next generation of
surface preparation. With either dual action orbital polisher or hand application,
these pads quickly, easily and safely remove paint overspray, rail dust, brake
dust, industrial pollutants, and other bonded contaminants from the surface of
automotive paint, glass, moldings, and plastic.

Extractors
Item

Description

#HP100 Mytee Hot Water Extractor

The Mytee HP-100 GranPrix Hot Water Extractor is a
big, commercial carpet cleaner for high volume detail
shops. The professional’s choice, the Mytee HP-100
GranPrix combines powerful carpet and upholstery
cleaning for all your interior detailing requirements. An
11 gallon solution and recovery tank keeps you working
for a long time before emptying the tank-perfect for busy
detailers!

#C302 Mytee Vacuum Motor for HP100

#AC63 Handle for Wand

#SL004 Malco Vacuum Motor

#B165 Handle for Mytee Wand

#K217W 3 Way White Switch Xtrax Machine

#8 Mytee Filters Bag of 25

#K21W 2 Way White Switch Xtrax Machine

#TIP Spray Tip without Ring

#E315 Switch for HP100

#QD40 Male Quick Connect Only

#80008 125psi Mytee Water Pump w/Viton Seal

#QD80 Female Quick Connect Only

#SG16 Dump Valve
#U1560B Detailers Wand 500psi w/Brass Valve
#WHP 1’ Whip for U1560B
#R1243 Wand, Brass Repair Kit
#B131A Wand, Brass Repair Kit for Mytee Wand
#B141A Wand, Brass Repair Kit for Mytee
#B146A Wand, Brass Tip
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Accessories and Supplies
Supplies
Item

Description

#1001 Cloth Aprons

# 1001 Cloth apron

#001 Steel Wool Reel Grade 00

# 001 Carbon steel wool fine grade for use metal surface and
chrome.

#0000 Steel Wool Reel Grade 0000

# 0000 Carbon steel wool super fine for use on metal surface,
chrome and glass.

#AP3 Wax Applicator Terry Cloth,
Small

AP3 is very soft, terry cloth wax applicator. Safe for all color and
paint types. 4 “ X 4” square.

#AP4 Wax Applicator Terry Cloth,
Large

AP3 is very soft, terry cloth wax applicator. Safe for all color and
paint types. 4 “ X 6” .

#TDA35 Wax Applicator Terry Cloth, TDA35 is a general purpose, soft applicator. Can be used
Small
for dressing tires, wax application or spot cleaning . 4 “ X 4”
square.
#TDA57 Wax Applicator Terry Cloth, TDA57 is a general purpose, soft applicator. Can be used for
Large
dressing tires, wax application or spot cleaning . 4 “ X 6” .

#85530 Round Wax Applicator

#85530 ROUND WAX APPLICATOR is a soft foam, dressing or
wax applicator.

#MFA57 Blue Wax Applicator Micro
Fiber Cloth

#MFA57 is a microfiber wax applicator

#MS12 Magic Foam Eraser Sponge

#MS12 Works with just water. Great to clean scuff marks and
dirt from walls. Breaks up tuff soap scum from bathroom try it
where ever you find tuff dirt to clean.

#350 Half Moon Tire Dressing
Applicator

#350 Great used as a tire dressing applicator pad.

#HT20G Micro Fiber

#HT20G MICRO FIBER TOWEL is a 14” x 14” soft towel for
dusting or wax removal. Will not scratch paint. 70% polyester,
30% cotton 12 Pack.

#1510B Car Wash Towels, Blue

#1510B BLUE TOWELS are a general purpose,100% soft cotton towel. Great for wax removal or drying wet surfaces. China
made. 12 towels per package. Size 16”x27”

#1510R Car Wash Towels, Red

#1510R RED TOWELS are a general purpose,100% soft cotton
towel. Great for wax removal or drying wet surfaces. China
made. 12 towels per package. Size 16”x27”

#1038 Foam Applicator

#1038 ROUND WAX APPLICATOR is a 4 inch soft foam applicator that is safe for all surfaces.
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Accessories and Supplies
Supplies
#PS79 Bug Sponge,
Yellow

#PS79 BUG SPONGE is a large 5” X 7” textured sponge that is
great for removing bug residue, tar, etc. Works with all water based
chemicals and is solvent resistant.

#1261 E-Z Scrub Bug #1261 E-Z SCRUB SPONGE is a versatile scrub block for removBlock
ing road tar, bug and adhesive residue from hard surfaces. Chemical resistant.

Safety Equipment
#8333XL Rubber Gloves Heavy Duty, Blue

#1036 Rubber Gloves, Green

#800132 Nitrile Blue Gloves (100 box) Large

#370 Black Nitrile Gloves (100 box) Large

#7322 Safety Goggles Clear

#BT1 Rubber Boots (Size 6-12)

#DMBOX Dust Mask (50 per box)
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Accessories and Supplies
Supplies
Item

Description

#V1 Pad Cleaning Tool “Spur”

#V1 PAD CLEANING TOOL is known more commonly as
a” buffing spur”. The only SAFE way to remove dry residue
from wool buffing pads.

#VT1 Vacuum Crevice Tool

#VT1 is a heavy duty orange crevice tool for 1 1/2 “ vacuum hose. Very durable.

#VT2 Orange Vacuum Nozzle

#VT2 is a heavy duty orange vacuum nozzle for 1 1/2”
vacuum hose. Claw shaped and very durable.

#CT1 Swivel Cuff

#CT1 is a gray tool connector for 1 1/2” vacuum hose.

#115 1 1/2” Vacuum Hose, Blue

#115 VACUUM HOSE is kink-proof, durable, and double
lined. 1 1/2“ diameter. By using a VR1 adapter this hose
can be used with most portable shop vacs. Available in 10,
20, 30, 40, and 50 foot lengths.

#VR1 Vacuum Reducer

#VR1 VACUUM REDUCER adapts 1 1/2 “ hose to most
shop vacs. Very durable.

#2442 California Car Duster

#2442 is the famous duster made by the California Car
Cover Company. With a wood handle and cleanable, this
is the duster for the discriminating car buff.

#WE501 Gilmor H.D. Insulated
Water Nozzle

#WE501 WATER NOZZLE is an insulated, adjustable
spray, leak-proof water nozzle.

#HDHO Heavy Duty Rubber Hose,
50 feet.

#HDHO hose is an industrial grade, all rubber, heavy duty
hose with sturdy, crush-proof, brass couplings. Will not
kink in cold weather. Size 5/8” by 50”.

#843 Merfin Maxi Roll Blue

#843 MERFIN TOWELS are rolled paper towels for
general clean-up. They work great for residue free glass
cleaning. They come packaged in a double roll case and
each roll contains 500, 4 ply sheets. Use only with #51010
dispenser.

#2870 2-Quart Funnel

#2870 2 QT. FUNNEL is made of heavy duty nylon and is
chemical proof.
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Buffers and Pads
Item

Description

#7503G Curved Cutting Pad with Velcro Back 7503G is a 100% wool pad for compounding and general
purpose buffing. 1.5“ pile.

#753R Curved Cutting Pad with Ring

This yellow synthetic blend pad is a medium cutting pad.
Great for use with compounds when minimal swirling is
needed. Centering ring for use with ring backing plates.

#7504G Curved Cutting Pad with Velcro Back 7504G is a 100% wool pad for compounding and general
purpose buffing. 2“ pile offers extended wear. Velcro Back

#7503GYS Blend Curved Cutting Pad Yellow, 7503GYS is a blend pad for compounding and great for
with Velcro Back
use in the body shop. 1.5 “ pile . Velcro Back

#2000G Self-Centering Velcro Black Flat

2000G is a black, self-centering, velcro backed, foam
finishing pad.

#3000G Self-Centering Velcro Yellow Flat

3000G is a yellow, self- centering, velcro backed, foam
finishing pad.

#620RH Black Edge Velcro Backed Hex Pad

The pads are 7.5” diameter. Color coded for buffing pad
aggressiveness, specialized for a variety of buffing applications, including heavy cutting, medium cutting, polishing,
soft polishing, finishing and ultra finishing.

#630RH Yellow Edge Velcro Backed Hex Pad The pads are 7.5” diameter. Color coded for buffing pad
aggressiveness, specialized for a variety of buffing applications, including heavy cutting, medium cutting, polishing,
soft polishing, finishing and ultra finishing.

#640RH Green Edge Velcro Backed Hex Pad The pads are 7.5” diameter. Color coded for buffing pad
aggressiveness, specialized for a variety of buffing applications, including heavy cutting, medium cutting, polishing,
soft polishing, finishing and ultra finishing.

#650RH Blue Edge Velcro Backed Hex Pad

The pads are 7.5” diameter. Color coded for buffing pad
aggressiveness, specialized for a variety of buffing applications, including heavy cutting, medium cutting, polishing,
soft polishing, finishing and ultra finishing.
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Buffers and Pads
Item

Description

#830WR Yellow Edge Waffle with Ring Foam
Pad

Center Ring Convoluted Waffle Foam buffing pads are
designed to keep pad life up and heat friction down. The
unique egg shell face allows air to flow in and out of the
pad for a smoother, cooler buffing experience and reduces
grabbing. Use backing plate 658y

#612G Black Foam Flat Pad for Porter Cable

Our 6” Grip Foam Pads have quality hook & loop material for fast easy pad loading with a strong adhesive that
prevents delaminating. We have a wide range of durable
open cell foams for all your buffing needs. - Diameter: 6.25”
- Mounting: Grip Pad - Material Type: Reticulated Polyester Foam - Material Color: Black - Application: Finishing - Foam PPI: 80 - Thickness: 1.25” - Suggested OPM:
1200-1750

#613G Yellow Foam Flat Pad for Porter
Cable

Our 6” Grip Foam Pads have quality hook & loop material for fast easy pad loading with a strong adhesive that
prevents delaminating. Diameter: 6.25” - Mounting: Grip
Pad - Material Type: Reticulated Polyester Foam - Material Color: Black - Application: Finishing - Foam PPI: 80 Thickness: 1.25” - Suggested OPM: 1200-1750

#680MFP Black Microfiber Orange Foam

This 6 in. foam pad is an economical micro fiber pad for
use with RUPES Polishers

#803N Double Sided Cutting Pad (White)

803N is a double -sided 100% wool cutting pad, for use in
the body shop. Use adaptor #1400

#803YS Double Sided Pad Cutting (Yellow)

803YS is a double sided 100% wool polishing pad for use
in body shop. Use adaptor # 1400

#HB5F 2 Pack Black Finishing Waffle Foam
Pad

Convoluted Buffing Pad, Flat Back is designed to keep
pad life up and heat friction down. The unique egg shell
face allows air to flow in and out of the pad for a smoother,
cooler buffing experience.- Made in the USA - We have
premium foam construction - Pads are washable- Convoluted pattern keeps pad cooler while buffing & reduces
“grabbing”- 8” diameter, 1” thickness - Application: Ultra
Finishing- Mounting: Grip Pad Use backing plate 42400

#852FBW 2 Pack Blue Ultra Finishing Waffle
Foam Pad

Convoluted Buffing Pad, Flat Back” is especially designed
to keep pad life up and heat friction down. The unique
egg shell face allows air to flow in and out of the pad for a
smoother, cooler buffing experience.- Made in the USA Pads are washable - Convoluted pattern keeps pad cooler
while buffing & reduces “grabbing”- 8” diameter, 1” thickness- Application: Ultra Finishing- Mounting: Grip Pad Use
backing plate 42400

#899FBW 2 Pack Coarse White Foam Pad

Convoluted Buffing Pad, Flat Back” is especially designed
to keep pad life up and heat friction down. The unique
egg shell face allows air to flow in and out of the pad for a
smoother, cooler buffing experience.- Made in the USAOur pads are user friendly- Pads are washable- Convoluted pattern keeps pad cooler while buffing & reduces
“grabbing”- 8” diameter, 1” thickness- Application: Ultra
Finishing- Mounting: Grip Pad Use backing plate 42400

#1400 Double Sided Adapter

DOUBLE SIDED PAD ADAPTER is used on the high
speed polisher to safely mount a double-sided buffing pad
to the shaft.
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Buffers and Pads
Item

Description

#920G Black Edge Foam Pad

920G BLACK FOAM EDGE PAD is a self centering, velcro back, finishing pad. The thin edge allows for greater control in tight areas. Light cutting
action. Use backing plate 42400

#930G Yellow Edge Foam Pad

930G YELLOW FOAM EDGE PAD is a self centering, velcro back, finishing pad. The thin edge
allows for greater control in tight areas. Medium
cutting action. Use backing plate 42400

#940G Green Edge Foam Pad

940G GREEN FOAM EDGE PAD is a self centering, velcro back, finishing pad. The thin edge allows for greater control in tight areas. Light cutting
action. Use backing plate 42400

#950G Blue Edge Foam Pad

950G BLUE FOAM EDGE PAD is a self centering,
velcro back, finishing pad. The thin edge allows
for greater control in tight areas. Very fine cutting
action. Use backing plate 42400

#820WR Black Edge Waffle with Ring Foam Pad

Center Ring Convoluted Waffle Foam buffing
pads are designed to keep pad life up and heat
friction down. The unique egg shell face allows air
to flow in and out of the pad for a smoother, cooler
buffing experience and reduces grabbing. Use
backing plate 658y

#3501G Mini Velcro Cutting Pad

3501G is a MINI 100% wool pad for compounding
and general purpose buffing. 1.5 “ pile . Velcro
Back Use backing plate 358

#320G Mini Black Foam Pad

320G BLACK FOAM MINI PAD is a self centering,
velcro back, finishing pad. The thin edge allows
for greater control in tight areas. Light cutting
action. Use backing plate 358

#330G Mini Yellow Foam Pad

330G YELLOW FOAM MINI PAD is a self centering, velcro back, finishing pad. The thin edge
allows for greater control in tight areas. Medium
cutting action. Use backing plate 358

#358 Mini Velcro Screw-on Backing Plate

The 358 3” Grip Backing Plate has a 5/8” x 11
thread and fits all standard rotary buffers. It works
with 3” Mini and 4” Dual Head polishing pads for
spot treating scratches and other damage.

#300Y Mini Velcro with DA Shank and Cyclo
Polisher Yellow

This 3” mini yellow foam pad has a DA shank that
can also be used with the Cyclo polisher
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Buffers and Pads
Item

Description

#42400 Velcro Backing Plate

Velcro Backing Plate for 7.5” wool or foam pads.

#658Y Yellow Velcro Backing Plate for Ring
Pads

The 658Y Rotary/Circular 6 Inch Backing Plate
is designed for use with pads between 6 and
7.5 inches in diameter or ring pads. The backing
plate flexes making it ideal for use on complex
body lines

#1701 Porter Cable Velcro Backing Plate Black

The 1701 Dual Action 6 Inch Backing Plate is designed for use with Buff and Shine 6 Inch Foam
Flat Pads. This backing plate features a 5/16”
threaded shaft that is compatible with most dual
action polishers. The 1701 Dual Action 6 Inch
Backing Plate equipped with a 6 inch foam pad is
ideal for buffing out large, flat panels.

#8578T Orbital Buffer Bonnet

8578T HEAVY DUTY ORBITAL BONNET is
made of high quality terrycloth and terry velour.
The finest bonnet available.

#HT18 Microfiber Orbital Buffer Bonnet

#HT18 MICRO FIBER BONNET is a 10” soft
bonnet for applying wax or wax removal. Will not
scratch paint. 70% polyester, 30% cotton fit’s
most orbital.

Buffers
Item

Description

#849

Powerful, 12.0-Amp, all ball-bearing construction for long life and
performance for the most demanding applications
• Electronic module maintains specified speed under load delivering better finish results
• Conveniently located variable speed dial lets user set maximum
speed from zero to 600/3500 rpm for different materials and applications
• Wool Ingestion Shields eliminates wool ingestion increasing tool
life and reducing service costs
• Non Mar Rubber Gear Case Cover reduces surface imperfections and improves gripping surface

#330078

Dewalt Cord, Two-Wire

#450374

Dewalt Brush and Spring, Old Style

#N088403

Dewalt Brush and Spring, New Style (Box of 2)
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Serving The Automotive Reconditioning Professional
Since 1984
MISSION STATEMENT
Manufacture the best possible product:
Sell it at a fair profit to our cost conscious customer:
And make service a fundamental part of doing business

17054 South 54th Street
Chandler, Arizona 85226
Monday through Friday 8AM-5PM

